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ABSTRACT
As email becomes one of the most convenient and indispensable communication mediums in our life, it is very important
to protect email users from increasing email worm attacks.
In this paper, we present the architecture and system design
of a “feedback email worm defense system” to protect email
users in enterprise networks. The defense system is ﬂexible
and able to integrate many existing detection techniques to
provide eﬀective and eﬃcient email worm defense. First, in
response to a “detection score” of a detected worm email and
information on the possible appearance of a malicious email
worm in the global Internet, the defense system adaptively
chooses a cost-eﬀective defense action that can range from
simply labelling this email to aggressively deleting it from
an email server. Second, the system uses “honeypot” [13]
to thoroughly detect worm emails received by email servers
and also to early detect the presence of an email worm in
the global Internet. Third, the defense system implements
a “multi-sifting detection” technique and “diﬀerential email
service” to achieve accurate detection without causing much
delay on most emails. Furthermore, the defense system separates email attachments from email texts and saves attachments in separate “attachment caching servers”, which facilitate both email worm detection and email service eﬃciency.

1. INTRODUCTION
“Email worms” are malicious computer programs that propagate through email attachments: when an email user clicks
and executes a worm program in an email attachment, the
worm runs with the email user’s privilege to compromise the
user’s computer; then it ﬁnds all email addresses stored on
this computer and sends out worm emails to these addresses.
Email is one of the most convenient and indispensable communication mediums in our life. However, email worms keep
attacking us with increasing intensity and using more advanced social engineering tricks. Melissa in 1999, “Love Letter ” in 2000 and “W32/Sircam” in 2001 spread throughout
the Internet and caused millions or even billions of dollars in
damage [19][20][4]. In 2003, the “SoBig” series [5] attacked
the Internet several times with the goal of creating spam
proxies on compromised computers [24]. In January and
February 2004, “MyDoom” infected more computers than

any previous email worm by using clever social engineering
techniques to lure email users to execute worm code attachments [6]. In most cases MyDoom hid its worm code in
a compressed attachment ﬁle. To prevent anti-virus software from checking email attachments, the recent “Bagle”
series email worms [7] began to use password-protected compression ﬁles in email attachments with the corresponding
password hidden in email text.
Another major class of worms, “scan-based” worms, ﬁnd
vulnerable computers by scanning IP addresses and compromising them through a vulnerable TCP/UDP service port.
In the last several years, several major scan-based worms
attacked us, including Code Red [8] in 2001, and Slammer
[16] and Blaster [9] in 2003. However, recent trends show
that attackers use email worms to attack the Internet more
frequently than scan-based worms — email worms do not
require a vulnerability to compromise computers and many
email users still trust most emails they receive, which make
email worms easier to program while providing a larger population to infect than scan-based worms.
Current email worm defense relies on signature-based antivirus software to ﬁlter out worm emails on email servers.
Such a signature-based approach cannot defend our email
system as more and more attackers generate various new
email worms (or polymorphic email worms) and use passwordprotected email attachments [7].
This paper investigates the challenges and presents the architecture and system design of a “feedback email worm defense system” to protect email users in local networks, especially enterprise networks. The defense system is ﬂexible
and able to incorporate many existing detection techniques
together to provide eﬀective and also eﬃcient email worm
defense.
Many diﬀerent defense actions exist, ranging from simply labelling detected worm emails to aggressively deleting them
on email servers without notifying their recipients. The
email worm defense system in this paper implements a “feedback defense” — it takes a more aggressive defense action on
an incoming email when the email is given a higher “detection score” by the system’s detection components, or when it
is known that a malicious email worm is currently spreading
in the global Internet.

A “honeypot” is a closely monitored decoy computer that
attracts attacks for early detection and in-depth adversary
analysis [13]. To accurately detect new email worms or polymorphic email worms in incoming emails, the defense system
deploys one or several “honeypots” to execute suspicious
email attachments to detect email worms. The honeypots
are designed to not send out email in normal situations. If a
honeypot begins to send out emails after running the attachment of an email, we determine that this email is an email
worm. We also implement runtime detection techniques on
honeypots to detect email worm attachments.
Incoming email servers save email attachments in separate
“attachment caching servers” for further security check, and
replace these attachments in their original emails with corresponding download links. Email servers implement “diﬀerential email service” to serve emails without attachments or
with obviously good attachments (such as a PDF ﬁle) more
quickly than emails with suspicious attachments. In addition, the defense system deploys a “multi-sifting detection”
technique to detect obviously good or bad emails by a fast
signature-based detection approach and leave all hard-to-tell
suspicious emails for further more thorough security checks
such as statistical-based detection and honeypot detection.
In this way, only emails with suspicious attachments are delayed by the defense system without aﬀecting most users’
email communications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 presents the architecture of the
feedback email worm defense system. The major principles
in designing the defense system are introduced in Section 4.
Section 5 explains in detail the feedback defense of the system. We provide some discussions in Section 6 and ﬁnally
conclude the paper with Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Zou et al. [25] presented a feedback dynamic quarantine defense framework for scan-based worms based on the “feedback adjustment” principle borrowed from epidemic disease
control. The basic idea is to take more aggressive defense
actions when the epidemic of a worm is more apparent and
serious [25]. In this paper, we will implement such a feedback principle in the email worm defense system.
Gupta et al. [12] used network traﬃc based anomaly detection techniques to detect the presence of an email worm in
the Internet. Although it is helpful, our objective, however,
is to protect email users’ computers from being infected.
Thus a more useful detection is to detect malicious code in
every attachment of incoming email. Bhattacharyya et al.
[2] proposed a “Malicious Email Tracking” system to detect and ﬁlter email worms. However, it assumes that an
email worm has exactly the same attachment in every email
and relies on MD5 sums for worm identiﬁcation, which can
be easily defeated by polymorphic email worms. Schultz et
al. [22] used a data mining approach to detect malicious
executable in email attachment based on pattern learned
from training data. The data mining and other statisticalbased anomaly detection approaches have the advantage of
being able to detect unknown email worms, but generally
need more time and computational resources than signaturebased approaches. Our email worm defense system incorpo-

rates both classes of detection approaches to take advantage
of their strengths while overcome their weaknesses.
“Honeypot” and “honeynet” [13] are eﬀective in Intrusion
Detection and could provide in-depth examination of hackers’ or worms’ attacks. Recently, Levine et al. [15] proposed
to use honeynet to detect malicious traﬃc in enterprise networks. However, they mainly talked about detecting scanbased worm attacks and hackers’ intrusion attacks. Qin et
al. [21] used honeypot to detect worm infection by conﬁguring a honeypot to not generate any outward traﬃc in normal
situations: a honeypot is infected when it sends out network
traﬃc. In our paper, this is one of the two principles used
by honeypots to detect email worms by executing email attachments. Balzer [1] proposed a wrapper to monitor the
runtime behavior of opened email attachment to detect and
quarantine email worms. It is eﬀective only when worm attachments are executed, thus such a wrapper has to be used
on most email users’ computers. Since our defense system
implements honeypots, however, such a runtime monitoring
technique is an ideal technique to implement in a honeypot
for email worm detection.
In the email worm propagation research area, Garetto et al.
[11] presented analytical techniques to study email worm
behavior based on Interactive Markov Chains. Zou et al.
[26] used simulations to study email worm propagation in
the Internet and studied the topological eﬀect by considering power law, small world and random graph topologies.
They also considered immunization eﬀects on email worm
propagation on these topologies. Briesemeister et al. [3]
conducted a similar research of epidemic spreading in scalefree (power-law) networks.
In a static analysis of email worms, Newman et al. [18] presented a percolation theory for arbitrary topologies, which
can be used to derive how many percentage of computers
need to be immunized in order to prevent an email worm
from spreading out. In the email topology study, Zou et
al. [26] showed that Yahoo group email list has a power
law distribution. Newman et al. [17] collected email address book data from a large university and showed that the
email topology has an exponential and a stretched exponential distribution for in-degree and out-degree, respectively.
Separating email attachments from email text has been introduced in the “email attachment caching” solution by Accellion Inc. [23], which shows that 80% to 90% of email
bandwidth is consumed by attachments. However, the company uses this idea for the purpose of improving the performance of an email server — fast email service and encrypted
attachment delivery. It did not consider this technique for
the purpose of defending email worms. On the other hand,
since our email worm defense system uses this technique,
the defense system can provide the service beneﬁt of email
attachment caching as explained in [23].

3.

EMAIL WORM DEFENSE SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

Fig.1 illustrates the architecture of the feedback email worm
defense system for an enterprise network. Basically, it includes two units: one is the “early warning unit” that provides early warning and information of a new email worm in

worm defense system shown in Fig. 1 can deploy a cluster
of inexpensive computers as “email service honeypots” and
“attachment caching servers”. We can simply increase the
number of computers in the cluster in order to decrease the
email service delay caused by the worm detection conducted
by the defense system. No specialized hardware is needed
for the email worm defense task. This is one important reason for separating email attachments from emails and using
separate attachment caching servers.

Figure 1: Architecture of the feedback email worm
defense system for an enterprise network
the global Internet; another is the “email service unit” that
provides secure email service to email users in an enterprise
network. The defense system consists of the following components:
(1). Incoming email servers;
(2). Attachment caching servers;
(3). Email service honeypots;

In addition to dealing with incoming emails to email users in
an enterprise network, the defense system deploys an “early
warning unit”: one or several “early detection honeypots”
are used to actively determine whether there is an email
worm spreading in the global Internet or not. A simulation program runs in early detection honeypots to simulate many email users with faked email addresses. These
“robot” email users receive emails coming to their addresses
and execute every email attachment to detect the presence
of an email worm in the global Internet as early as possible.
When detecting an email worm, early detection honeypots
extract statistical patterns or signatures of the email worm
and send the early warning information to the “email service unit”. Such early warning information helps the “email
service unit” to be well prepared (even before email servers
receive any worm email) and take appropriate defense actions to received worm emails according to the “feedback
adjustment” principle [25].

(4). Early detection honeypots.

4.
The “email servers” in Fig. 1 are incoming email servers
that receive emails for users in an enterprise network. We
do not need to defend outgoing email servers unless we want
to prevent infected computers inside our network from sending out worm emails through outgoing email servers. To
send out emails quickly and to relieve burden from incoming email servers, an enterprise could use separate outgoing
email servers.
The defense system has installed basic email worm detection software on incoming email servers, such as anti-virus
software and other signature-based detection software. This
ﬁrst-round detection is required to be fast and very strict in
detection — its purpose is to quickly pass obviously “good”
emails through and stop all suspicious emails for a further
more thorough security check. For these suspicious emails,
email servers save their attachments in separate “attachment caching servers” for further thorough security check
and replace these attachments in their original emails by
corresponding download links.
One or several “email service honeypots” are used to check
suspicious email attachments saved on attachment caching
servers for potential email worms. Several virtual operating
systems can be run on each honeypot machine using virtual
infrastructure such as VMware [14]. An email service honeypot executes an email attachment on its virtual operating
systems to determine whether it contains worm code or not.
Email servers of an enterprise need to deal with heavy email
traﬃc, especially during the propagation of a wide-spread
email worm. Fortunately, email security checks can be executed in parallel on diﬀerent emails. Therefore, the email

EMAIL WORM DEFENSE SYSTEM
DESIGN
4.1 Separate email attachment from an
email’s text
Email worms rely on users to execute email attachments
to infect users’ computers. Therefore, we are able to defeat
email worms in an enterprise network if we can prevent worm
email attachments from reaching email users in this network.
The ﬁrst idea of the email worm defense system is to separate a suspicious email attachment from the email’s text
on an incoming email server and thoroughly check the attachment on a separate machine. Incoming email servers in
an enterprise network contain simple email worm detection
software to quickly check all incoming emails for the ﬁrst
round. They allow incoming emails without attachments or
with obviously good attachments (such as a PDF or a JPG
ﬁle attachment) to pass through quickly to email users’ mailboxes. The remaining emails with suspicious attachments
are split into two parts: the email texts and the attachments. The attachments are transferred to an “attachment
caching server” for further security check and are replaced
by download links embedded in their email messages.
After replacing attachments with corresponding download
links, email servers do not deliver these suspicious emails’
texts to users’ mailbox until their attachments are cleared
by further security check. When an email user receives one
such modiﬁed email message, the user can easily download
this email’s attachment from attachment caching servers by
one click on the download link in the email message.
As many email servers prohibit emails with executable at-

tachments such as .exes, .scrs and .pifs, recent email worms
hide worm code inside a compressed attachment ﬁle such
as .zip [6][7]. Since many email users rely on compressed
email attachments to transmit multiple ﬁles or to transmit
a big ﬁle to their friends, email servers cannot prohibit .zip
or other compressed email attachments in email communication. Furthermore, to prevent such attachments from being
checked by anti-virus software, attackers have begun to use
password-protected compressed attachment in email worms,
such as recent Bagle email worm [7].
Our defense system successfully defeats the password-protected
attacking technique due to the separation of attachments
from emails. When an incoming email has a passwordprotected attachment and email servers are not sure that it
is a worm email or not, email servers save the attachment in
an attachment caching server, replace the attachment with
a web link and deliver the modiﬁed email text to its recipient — attachment caching servers provide a web-based
interactive service. From the link in the email message, the
email recipient can upload the attachment password and
then download the attachment once it is cleared by the detection system.
As explained in the “email attachment caching” solution
[23], separating email attachment from email message improves the service performance of email servers (emails become much smaller) and provides secure delivery of email
attachments from attachment caching servers to email users.
Therefore, the email defense system presented here not only
defends against email worms, but also provides the above
email service beneﬁts.

4.3

Multi-sifting detection

As described in Section 2, many email worm detection techniques exist for checking email attachments — they have
varying security strengths and require diﬀerent amounts of
computational resources and time. For example, signaturebased detection is a fast checking technique, but has trouble
detecting a polymorphic email worm or variants of a known
email worm. On the other hand, an email service honeypot
provides a much more thorough and accurate detection, but
requires more computational resources and time. In other
words, no detection technique is perfect — we should use
diﬀerent detection techniques in diﬀerent situations.
The defense system (more precisely, the email service unit
shown in Fig. 1) implements a “multi-sifting detection”
technique to check incoming emails for email worms. “Multisifting detection” means that an incoming email might need
to pass through several detection procedures in order to be
determined whether it is a worm email or not. Each detection procedure classiﬁes an email into three classes: normal
email, worm email, or suspicious email. If the i-th detection procedure (i = 1, 2, · · · ), which is called “Sifting-i”,
classiﬁes an email as a “worm email”, it assigns a “worm
detection score” to this email (i.e., how likely this email is
a worm email) and informs email servers; if the detection
procedure classiﬁes an email as a “normal email”, it informs
email servers to serve this email; if the detection procedure
classiﬁes an email as “suspicious”, it passes the email to the
next detection procedure for further more thorough security
checks.
Speciﬁcally, the email worm defense system in this paper deploys three detection procedures on incoming emails. They
are illustrated in Fig. 2 and described in the following:

4.2 Email worm detection by “email service
honeypot"
We deploy one or several “email service honeypots” to thoroughly check suspicious email attachments saved on attachment caching servers for email worms. Each email service
honeypot runs several virtual machines (through the use
of emulators such as VMware [14]); on each virtual machine, suspicious email attachments are executed one by
one. Email service honeypots are designed to not send out
any email in normal situations. Therefore, after executing
an email attachment, if a virtual machine begins to send
out emails with attachments, this executed attachment is
claimed to contain an email worm. To prevent infecting
others, email service honeypots are designed not to send
any email out.
Facing such kind of detection by honeypots, attackers might
program their future email worms to not send out emails
immediately after compromising an email user’s computer.
This dormancy makes it diﬃcult for an email service honeypot to quickly determine whether an attachment contains
worm code or not. For this reason, email service honeypots
also attempt to detect worm attachments by inspecting the
runtime behavior of executed email attachments. For example, Balzer [1] proposed a wrapper to monitor runtime
behavior of opened email attachment to detect and quarantine email worms. Email service honeypots can implement
such a wrapper or other runtime detection techniques to
detect worm code contained in email attachments.

Figure 2: Multi-sifting detection (The size of each
block arrow represents the number of emails)
Sifting-1: Incoming email servers conduct the ﬁrst-round
security check on incoming emails based on fast signaturebased approach. This detection procedure is required to be
fast to quickly pass good emails through, and to be accurate
so as not to pass any worm email through to users. “Suspicious emails” (not classiﬁed as “normal emails” and “worm
emails”) are delayed and split into two parts (email text and
attachment); their attachments are transferred to “attachment caching servers” for the next detection procedure.
Sifting-2: Attachment caching servers deploy various more
sophisticated statistical-based email worm detection techniques (such as the data mining approach in [22]) to check
email attachments. After this second-round security check,
those attachments of emails that still cannot be classiﬁed as

“normal emails” or “worm emails” are transferred to “email
service honeypots” for further check.
Sifting-3: Email service honeypots conduct the ﬁnal check
on those attachments that cannot be determined by attachment caching servers. Then return back detection score of
these attachments to email servers.
After passing through the above multi-sifting detection procedure, an incoming email is classiﬁed as either a normal
email or a worm email with a “worm detection score”, which
tells how likely this email is to be a worm email. Then email
servers pass all normal emails through and take appropriate
defense actions on worm emails according to their detection
scores.
Most normal emails that have no attachments or have obviously good attachments (such as a PDF ﬁle) can be quickly
checked and passed by the Sifting-1 detection procedure.
Thus most normal emails can be served by email servers
quickly without much delay. On the other hand, the multisifting detection has very low false negatives and false positives because of the extensive security check by Sifting-2 and
Sifting-3 detection procedures. Therefore, the “multi-sifting
detection” combines several detection techniques together
to achieve accurate detection without causing much delay
on most normal emails. In addition, because Sifting-2 and
Sifting-3 need not check every incoming email, they do not
impose high computer resource requirements on the email
worm defense system.

4.4 Differential email service
It is a time-consuming task to thoroughly check whether
an email attachment contains a worm or not, especially
while using honeypots. To provide good security while maintaining email service eﬃciency, email servers in the defense
system conduct “diﬀerential email service” in collaboration
with the above multi-sifting detection. Emails are not served
according to “ﬁrst in, ﬁrst out” principle; emails with a
higher priority are served earlier than the ones with a lower
priority. The email service priorities for normal emails, from
the highest to the lowest, are:

(1). Emails without attachments;
(2). Emails with obviously good attachments (cleared by
Sifting-1 detection procedure on incoming email servers);
(3). Emails whose attachments are saved in attachment
caching servers and are cleared by Sifting-2 detection
procedure on attachment caching servers;

The “email service unit” shown in Fig. 1 provides secure
email service to users in an enterprise network. Its security
can be further strengthened when we set up an additional
“early warning unit”, which attempts to actively detect the
presence of a new email worm in the global Internet by one
or several “early detection honeypots”. If the “early warning
unit” can detect the presence of an email worm in the Internet before this worm sends infection emails to email users
in an enterprise network, the “email service unit” can be
well prepared to better protect computers in this network.
For example, after detecting an email worm, the early warning unit could possibly derive the email worm’s statistical
characteristics or signatures and feedback such information
to the enterprise email service unit before incoming email
servers receive any such worm email.
Each early detection honeypot runs a simulation program to
simulate many email users called “robot email users”. The
early warning unit advertises email addresses of all robot
email users to attract emails to these robot users. For example, the defense system could add their email addresses
to many popular email lists. Robot email users execute all
attracted email attachments they receive, but they are designed not to send out email under normal circumstances. If
some of them begin to send out emails with similar pattern
attachments, the early warning unit could claim that there
is an email worm spreading in the global Internet.
When detecting an email worm, early detection honeypots
extract worm code and try to derive the statistical patterns
and signatures of the email worm. Then the email service
unit (shown in Fig. 1) sets up its multi-sifting detection
components according to these statistical patterns or signatures on incoming email servers, attachment caching servers,
and email service honeypots. In addition, such early warning
information also helps the email service unit to take appropriate defense actions on detected worm emails in incoming
email servers.
Early detection honeypots directly receive emails sent to
their created robot email accounts — we call such emails
as “attracted emails” to distinguish them from “incoming
emails” to real users in an enterprise network. These attracted emails will not pass through incoming email servers
of an enterprise network, thus they will not aﬀect normal
email service. Early detection honeypots can easily deactivate some robot email accounts on them to control the
amount of attracted email traﬃc, especially during the rapid
spreading period of an infectious email worm.

(4). Emails whose attachments are saved in attachment
caching servers and are cleared by Sifting-3 detection
procedure on email service honeypots.

By using diﬀerential email service, most normal emails can
be served quickly without delay, even when we implement a
heavy-duty security check such as honeypot detection.

4.5 Early warning by “early detection
honeypot"

Figure 3: Logical architecture of the feedback email
worm defense system shown in Fig. 1

After introducing each component of the email worm defense system, the logical architecture of the defense system
is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the “multi-sifting detection”
is showed in detail in Fig. 2.

5. FEEDBACK DEFENSE FOR EMAIL
WORMS
5.1 Multiple defense actions
When defending against email worms, many enterprises have
implemented various defense actions against incoming worm
emails detected on their email servers. Instead of one single
defense action, our email worm defense system deploys multiple defense actions adaptively. These defense actions are
listed below in the order of their aggressiveness:

(1). Label a detected email as an “email worm” and add a
warning message in the email to remind its recipent;
(2). Modify the attachment ﬁle type in addition to adding a
warning message in a detected email, such as changing
an executable attachment to a non-executable ﬁle;
(3). Save the attachment of a detected email on attachment
caching servers, add a warning message and a download link of the email attachment in the email text.
Then send only the text part of the email to its recipient. The recipient could decide whether to download
the email attachment from attachment caching servers;
(4). Add a warning message in a detected email and only
send the text part of the email to its recipient while
deleting the email’s attachments;
(5). Delete a detected worm email directly on incoming
email servers without notifying its recipient.

email worm defense system; another is the email-level feedback defense according to the detection score of individual
incoming email, which determines what appropriate defense
action should be taken on this incoming email only.

5.2.1

In addition, such early warning information also helps the
email service unit implement more appropriate defense actions — such feedback is also shown in Fig. 3. If early detection honeypots receive a large number of worm emails in a
short time, this detection tells us that the email worm is dangerous and is rapidly spreading in the global Internet. Then
according to the “feedback adjustment” principle [25], the
defense system would take more aggressive defense actions
based on such feedback. For example, increase the checking
strictness in the “multi-sifting detection”, or increase the
aggressiveness of defense action from simply adding a warning message in a worm email to deleting attachment from a
worm email.

5.2.2
Diﬀerent defense actions have diﬀerent false alarm costs and
diﬀerent strengths for protecting email users from email
worms. For example, adding a warning message in email
text or changing an attachment’s ﬁle type generates a low
false alarm cost because no email is deleted by email servers.
However, this is not eﬀective to defend against email worms
— after receiving many such modiﬁed emails, email users
may become annoyed, begin to ignore warning messages,
and change back the ﬁle type of modiﬁed attachments. On
the other hand, deleting detected worm emails on email
servers can eﬀectively protect email users’ computers and
also keep users from being annoyed by the large amount of
worm emails. However, such defense action has a large false
alarm cost that some email users cannot aﬀord.

5.2 Feedback defense against email worms
Zou et al. [25] presented a “feedback adjustment” principle, meaning that more aggressive defense actions should be
taken when the epidemic of a worm is more apparent and
serious.
We implement this feedback principle in our email worm defense system. It has two feedback defense loops: one is the
system-level feedback defense according to the early warning information from the “early warning unit” as shown in
Fig. 1, which determines the overall defense action of the

System-level feedback defense

When “early detection honeypots” detect an email worm,
they attempt to extract its statistical pattern and signature.
Then they feed back such early warning information to the
email service unit as shown in Fig. 3. All detection components in the multi-sifting detector in the email service unit
update their detection parameters according to this feedback to more accurately detect email worms in incoming
emails. As early detection honeypots keep receiving more
worm emails, they derive the worm’s statistical pattern and
signature more accurately as time goes on. Therefore, early
detection honeypots feed back early warning information to
the defense system continuously during the spreading of an
email worm.

Email-level feedback defense

In recent years, email worms have become more complex
and covert. In many cases, one cannot tell for sure whether
an email contains a worm code attachment or a normal attachment. Instead, an email worm detection system can
only provide a “worm detection score” for a checked email
to say what is the possibility that this email contains a worm
code attachment instead of a normal attachment. Therefore,
according to the “feedback adjustment” principle, more aggressive defense action is taken on an email if this email is
given a higher detection score by the multi-sifting detector
in the email service unit (i.e., this email is more likely to be
a worm email).
We have introduced above (in Section 5.1) ﬁve diﬀerent defense actions on detected worm emails. For each detected
worm email, the email-level feedback defense chooses the
appropriate defense action on this email according to the
email’s detection score. If we are very sure that an email
contains a worm attachment, the best defense action is to
aggressively delete this email on email servers without notifying its recipient.

5.3

Feedback defense based on user profile

The feedback defense described above does not distinguish
between email users or email accounts. In reality, diﬀerent email users have diﬀerent needs and diﬀerent levels of
security awareness. For example, email users without any

security knowledge might want the email worm defense system to take default defense actions (set up by security staﬀ)
for them; on the other hand, experienced email users might
want to deal with worm emails by themselves and not have
the defense system change attachment ﬁle types or delete
any email attachment sent to them.
For this reason, ﬂexibility can be provided to email users by
allowing them to set up “user proﬁles”, one for each email
user in the network. Every email user can interact with
the defense system (e.g., through a Web-based interface) to
conﬁgure the user’s “security preference”, i.e., what defense
actions should be taken by the defense system on detected
worm emails sending to this user. In this way, the defense
action on a detected worm email is not only based on the
detection score of this email and the early warning from early
detection honeypots, but also based on the user proﬁle of the
email’s recipient.

6. DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we discuss possible future work and several
open issues in email worm defense.

6.1 Detailed system design
The feedback email worm defense system presented here attempts to provide a system-level architecture and design
principles for an eﬀective email worm defense system, not
a detailed defense algorithm. It is suﬃciently ﬂexible to incorporate many diﬀerent detection and defense techniques
together to provide eﬀective and eﬃcient email worm defense. For example, incoming email servers can use any existing signature-based fast detection software; “attachment
caching servers” can use any statistical or anomaly detection
algorithm; “email service honeypots” and “early detection
honeypots” can deploy any runtime detection method to detect worm emails.
Consequently, we have not provided detailed designs for each
component of the defense system. We have presented feedback design principle that can deal with false positives in
a cost-eﬀective way, but have not given detailed design on
what defense action should be taken under a particular situation. In addition, we need to determine how to set up honeypots to detect worm code email attachments accurately
and eﬃciently.
Our future work is to complete a detailed design of the system and then build a prototype to use in practice — ﬁrst
on the incoming email server of a department, then on the
scale of a whole campus network.

6.2 Security checking on logical perimeter
The email worm defense system detects and controls worm
emails on incoming email servers of an enterprise network.
Incoming email servers comprise only one logical perimeter
for emails coming to a network. When internal email users
of an enterprise network use other email accounts, such as
hotmail or yahoo email, the defense system presented here
cannot check and defend email worms coming through these
other logical perimeters. In this case, the security of an
email user’s computer is determined by the least secure email
account used by the user.

For this reason, when possible, an enterprise network should
have an email policy that its users should only check emails
through their company’s email accounts — emails in other
accounts can be forwarded to users’ company email accounts
and be checked by the defense system. However, it is diﬃcult
to implement since web-based public email service is very
popular and many people are not willing to forward their
private emails to their companies’ email accounts.
This problem appears to be fundamental, and cannot be
solved by any network traﬃc based detection and defense
system since many web-based email services provide encrypted HTTP communication. The good news is that most
web-based public email services are relatively secure — they
have great incentive and resources to beef up email security.

6.3

Email worms without attachments

The recent “Bagle.Q” email worm [10] propagates by sending emails without attachments: infected hosts create minihttp servers on them and include a web download link in its
infection emails. When a user clicks on this web link in a
worm email, the worm code is downloaded and then compromises the user’s computer. Bagle.Q worm used predeﬁned
list of servers for worm download [10] that can be shutdown
quickly by Internet community. However, a future email
worm could use a web download link in its infection email
pointing to the email’s sender — a compromised computer
that has a mini-http server installed. In this way, we cannot
shutdown the worm code download channel, although this
makes it easier for us to know which computers have been
compromised.
We can detect such an email worm by checking URL links
contained in its email. If a honeypot connects to every URL
links in an email, it can detect whether a downloaded program from one of these links contains a worm. However,
this is a very time-consuming security task. One possible
way to quickly detect such an email worm is to check the
format of URL links. If the worm uses an IP address for its
URL link, it is easy to detect because most (if not all) normal
servers use domain names instead of IP addresses. Many online computers that are not web or ftp servers have domain
names, too; but in most cases we can tell whether they are
servers or not from their domain names. For example, an ordinary DHCP computer has a domain name similar to “res234-16.dialup.umass.edu” or “h05da7d4.ne.client.attbi.com”.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an eﬀective and practical feedback
email worm defense system to protect email users in enterprise networks. First, in response to a “detection score” of
a detected worm email and information on the possible appearance of a malicious email worm in the global Internet,
the defense system adaptively chooses a cost-eﬀective defense action that can range from simply labelling this email
to aggressively deleting it from an email server. Second,
the system uses “honeypot” [13] to thoroughly detect worm
emails received by email servers and also to early detect the
presence of an email worm in the global Internet. Third, the
defense system implements a “multi-sifting detection” technique and “diﬀerential email service” to achieve accurate
detection without causing much delay on most emails. Furthermore, the defense system separates email attachments

from email texts and saves attachments in separate “attachment caching servers”, which facilitate both email worm detection and email service eﬃciency.
The feedback email worm defense system presented here attempts to provide a system-level architecture and design
principles for email worm defense, not a detailed defense
algorithm. Our objective is to provide an email worm defense system that is suﬃciently ﬂexible to incorporate many
existing detection and defense techniques together to provide eﬀective and eﬃcient email worm defense. There are
still a lot detailed works to do to ﬁnalize the defense system for practical use. In addition, we need to conduct more
research to deal with email worms that send out infection
emails without attachments, and study how to protect users
from worm emails coming from their public email accounts
other than their companies’ email accounts.
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